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Bee Ranges and Almond Orchard Locations:  Contemporary Visualization 
 


Sandra L. Arlinghaus 
Adjunct Professor of Mathematical Geography and Population-Environment Dynamics 


School of Natural Resources and Environment 
The University of Michigan 


  
and  


 
Diana Sammataro 


Research Entomologist 
USDA-ARS Carl Hayden Bee Research Center 


2000 East Allen Road, Tucson, AZ 85719 
 


Associated Google Earth file for interactive viewing:  download. 


 
INTRODUCTION 
 
For more than a decade, Diana Sammataro has been enthusiastically sending information to be 
mapped concerning the global plight of the honeybee.  Mapping the diffusion of the bee's arch enemies, 
the Varroa Mite and Small Hive Beetles (Sammataro and Avitable; Hood), offers insight into 
where interventions might be successful.  (See the Appendix to learn more about Small Hive 
Beetles.)  Most recently, Arlinghaus mapped, in Google Earth, the set of locations at which the mite 
had been sighted since its emergence.   Much of the information is now summarized, using a "timeline" 
in Google Earth (Spatial Synthesis, Volume II, Book 4).  


<> 
As technological capability has expanded, GPS data makes it straightforward to map more detailed 
data.  California almond orchards are one locale that boasts substantial honey bee populations.  In 
the spring, these orchards spring to life with their beautiful pink blossoms covering the landscape.   Figure 
1 suggests this splendor and shows bee residents. 
 


<> 
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Figure 1.  California almond orchard near Manteca, CA.  Photos of Diana Sammataro. 


 
ALMOND COUNTRY OVERVIEW 
 
In 2009, researchers at the Hayden Bee Research Center (Sammataro et al.) studied  the diversity of 
pollen coming into bee colonies from almond orchards in California.  Bee colonies are often transported 
into California from other states just to pollinate almond trees, which need bees in order to produce the 
nuts (www.almondboard.com/).   Almonds (Prunus dulcis) are not true nuts, but are called drupes; the 
seed is covered with an inedible outer shell.  Almonds are a member of the Rose family and their 
closest relatives are plums and peaches, which have a fleshy (and edible) covering around the center 
pit, which when cracked open, reveals an almond-like nut. 
 
The bee scientists collected pollen from bee colonies that were placed in 3 different sites to determine 
the different kinds of pollen that bees were foraging. They could tell if the pollen sources were different 
by the color of the pollen bee carried back to the colony (Figure 1).  Photographic evidence of the 
orchards showed that there were very few other flowering plants even within the two-mile radius of 
bee flight. In some locations, there were vast fields of canola, which provided bees with an 
alternative forage (Figure 1), but in other locations, the orchards were so well groomed and isolated 
that there was little else for the bees to work except the almonds (Figure 1).  Bees collect both 
nectar (which they turn into honey, their carbohydrate food) and pollen (which they convert, via 
microbes, into protein rich bee bread).  Because bees are in the almonds so early in the spring 
(February-March), they are using up this food to feed their brood; thus little honey is ever collected 
from these colonies. 
 
Beekeepers are encouraged to survey the flight area their bees will be visiting in order to determine 
whether or not bees may come in contact with pesticide-treated crops or other inappropriate 
forage.  Mapping using Google Earth is an excellent way to assess the bees' flight range and 
potential forage areas.  
 
MAPPING ALMOND COUNTRY 
 
The images in Figures 2, 3, and 4 display in a "photo essay" style of format, the sorts of visualization 
that might enhance and guide scientific advance.  It is a straightforward matter to map the GPS points 
as balloons ("Placemarks") in Google Earth at the precise points given by the GPS coordinates.  Circles, 
of two-mile radius, surrounding each point indicate bee range and the overlap pattern between 
orchards (Figure 2).   
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Figure 2.  Locating the GPS points for orchards in Google Earth.  Two-mile ranges for bees appear 
as yellow circles. 
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Naturally, one might wish to take a closer look and in the interactive world of Google Earth that is easy 
to do.  Download the attached file and view it yourself in Google Earth.  Consider the animated 
sequences of static images derived from that file shown in Figures 3 and 4. 
 
Figure 3 shows that one can adjust the opacity of the yellow circles so that it is easy to see, up close, 
the patterns in the orchards underlying these circles.  In the closer views, the orchards with a very 
linear pattern are peach orchards.  The almond trees are larger than the peach trees. 
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Figure 3.  Zoom in; then adjust circle opacity.  Notice the movement of the slider at the bottom of 
the "Places" panel on the left.  This slider adjusts opacity.  The fast-moving portion of the animation 
shows an alternate way to manipulate the opacity using animation "tweening" (the slider remains 
fixed although the opacity of the yellow changes).  While this strategy might seem attractive, it does 
not permit a true increase in capability to observe the underlying aerial in Google Earth because 
the animation does not occur in Google Earth itself but rather in animation software.  Thus, the procedure 
of moving the slider, in Google Earth itself, is the best way to truly enhance the view of the aerial 
content within the yellow 2-mile range. 


 
In Figure 4 the "Street View" and "Roads" switches are clicked on.  Thus, we see a view of the orchards 
that is far more detailed than what is shown in the aerials that cover the globe.  The camera icons 
that appear when the "Street Views" switch is filled offer, with a single click, a balloon that suggests 
detail.  When one expands to the full view, or double-clicks on a camera, he/she enters a "sphere" on 
the inside of which a detailed panoramic photo has been plastered.  While inside the sphere, spin around 
to see what is visible from all compass cardinal points at that location.  Or, travel along a sequence 
of adjacent cameras to move along the road.  Leave the sphere ("Exit Photo") to see the array of 
available photos in relation to the aerial.  Zoom in or out; the more one zooms out, the fewer camera 
icons appear (and conversely when one zooms in).   Sammataro notes that it might be helpful to 
associate soil type with such maps and images (also see Hood).   Such a proposal offers a 
mapping challenge for the future! 
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Figure 4.  In a close-up view, turn on the "Street View" and "Roads" switches to get a better view of 
the landscape. 


 
The images in this overview offer only a small sample of the visualization available using the full file 
in Google Earth.  We hope that these simple animations will entice the reader to take the trouble 
to download Google Earth and open the linked file at the top and drive around selected California 
almond orchards--almost as if the reader were a bee flying from one locale to another! 
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APPENDIX:  SMALL HIVE BEETLE Excerpted from The Beekeepers Handbook, Sammataro and Avitabile. 


The small hive beetle (SHB) Aethina tumida (Coleoptera: Nitidulidae), our newest bee pest, was first identified in a 
Florida apiary in the spring of 1998.  Before its discovery in the U.S., the beetle was known to exist only in South Africa. 
How it found its way to North America is still not understood. It is not considered to be much of a pest in its native home, 
but it has been a major problem in the U.S., especially in the southeastern states. These beetles are in the Nitidulidae 
family, which includes picnic beetles, known for their attraction to fermenting fruit. The SHB has been found in 
traps containing cantaloupe, pineapple and bananas, and may live in fruit when bee colonies are not available.  


The beetle is now found in all of the states and parts of Canada, but it is especially a problem in the southeastern 
states, where the winter weather is moderate. In most northern areas, the SHB populations do not seem to build up to 
high numbers, as they do in southern states. As of 2002, the beetle was found in Australia. 


DESCRIPTION


The adult beetle is about 1/3 the size of a bee (5.5 to 5.9mm long, 3.1 to 3.3mm wide), reddish brown or black in color 
and covered with very fine hair.  The larvae are cream colored and similar in appearance to young wax moth larvae. You 
can differentiate the beetle larvae from wax moth larvae by examining their legs. Beetle larvae have three sets of legs 
just behind the head. Wax moth larvae, like all moth and butterfly larvae, have three sets of legs behind the head, and 
in addition, have a series of paired prolegs which run the length of the body. Prolegs are absent in beetle larvae.


LIFE CYCLE


Adult females are strong flyers and invade colonies to lay their egg masses in the cracks and small crevices that bees are 
not able to reach.  Reports of eggs laid under wax cappings of brood and in empty cells have also been made.  A 
single female beetle is capable of laying up to 1000 eggs in her lifetime. The eggs hatch in one to six days, producing a 
great number of small larvae which consume pollen, honey, bee brood and wax. They complete their larval stage in 10 to 
16 days and then drop to the bottom board where they crawl outside in order to pupate in the soil up to 100 ft (30 m) from 
the hive entrance preferring light, sandy soils.  Adult beetles emerge from the soil in approximately 3-4 weeks and fly to 
the same colony (or find new ones).  They mate inside hive and are sexually mature approximately one week after 
emerging from the soil.  They are good flyers and easily disperse to new colonies where they deposit eggs to begin a 
new generation.  


Beetles live 30 to 60 days depending of food resources, temperatures and moisture; they do best in hot, humid 
climates.  During the winter months, adult beetles will be found in the bee cluster next to food and warmth, and will die if 
they leave the cluster. The beetles completely shut down reproduction during winter.  


DAMAGE


In the southeastern states of the U.S., SHB thrive and are of significant economic importance.  The beetles appear to be 
able to readily take over even strong colonies with little resistance by the bees.  A few female beetles can produce masses 
of larvae which can soon overwhelm a bee colony.  In addition to consuming the resources of the colony, (according to 
a study by Dr. A. E. Lundie, Union of South Africa, Science Bulletin 220, 1940, 30 pp.), the adult beetles defecate in the 
honey causing it to ferment and run out of the combs.  Larvae also damage new comb and tunnel through comb, 
killing brood and eating stores of honey and pollen.  In addition, beetles can be in harvested honey supers that are taken 
off the hives.  When these supers are stored in the honey house, the beetles will contaminate the honey by their 
feeding, rendering the honey not only un-saleable, but unpalatable to bees, to the extent that the bees will not even eat 
it.  "Rotten oranges" is how some observers have described the smell of this fermenting mass.


Thus, full honey supers stored in the honey house or on hives above bee escapes, and weak colonies with honey but 
few bees, are the most vulnerable to attack by SHB (these include nucleus and small queen mating colonies). When 
SHB infestations are heavy, beetle larvae by the thousands have been seen crawling out of the colony entrance; even 
in strong colonies, queens will stop laying eggs and the bees may abscond.  


DETECTION


All hive inspections should be done with an eye open for this pest. When opening a hive containing beetles, they can be 
seen running across the combs to find hiding places.  Adults may also be detected under top covers or on bottom boards.  
If an infestation is heavy, both adults and masses of larvae may be seen on the combs and bottom board.  These larvae 
do not produce silken tunnels, webbing or cocoons in the hive (as wax moth larvae do), but wax moth could also be 
present.  It is important to be able to identify the beetle larvae.  


If beetles are suspected in a honey super, firmly shake it over an up-turned outer cover; beetles can be dislodged and 
seen running to find a hiding place. Fermented honey exuding from full supers in storage, waiting to be extracted, or 
on active colonies, is a sign that hive beetles may be present; the 'decaying orange' odor will be detectable.
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Another place to check is pollen patties and even syrup feeders; beetles can be raised on artificial pollen patties. 
Corrugated cardboard with the paper removed from one side and placed on the bottom board at the rear of the hive, has 
been successfully used in detecting adult beetles. Plastic corrugated 'cardboard' is preferred because the bees will chew 
up regular cardboard.


CONTROL


Strong colonies are the best defense against serious infestations.  However, if too many beetles enter, they can 
overwhelm even a strong colony by the masses of eggs they lay in a short time. Workers can be seen trying to sting or pull 
at the beetles, but the beetle's hard exoskeleton and rounded body make this impossible.  Beetles that are harassed will 
try to hide from the bees and have been found entrapped in corrals made of propolis.  This entrapment behavior may 
be encouraged by selective breeding of queens.  


Reducing the hive entrance let the guard bees do their job better, but will not work in apiaries that are heavily infested.  In 
the honey house, fans and a dehumidifier help keep beetles under control, but freezing the supers for 24 hours at 23 F (-
12C) is reported to kill all life stages of the beetle.


If SHB is detected, and you are in an area where they may thrive (warm winters), the following safety measures 
are recommended: 


1.  Keep your honey house clean; do not store full supers for long or leave honey-filled wax cappings exposed.   
2.  When supering or removing honey supers, be aware that SHB can invade and thus be spread through your apiaries.
3.  Moving infested colonies to another apiary site may reduce the build-up of pupae in a particular area.  Some locations 


may not be as suitable for the beetles as others.  Fire ants prey on pupating beetles.
4.  If beetles have contaminated honey and it has started to ferment, you can stimulate bees to clean it up by power washing 


out as much of the honey as possible.
5.  Experiment with trapping beetles or other cultural controls.  Check websites and journals for SHB traps.
6.  Some colonies may be able to keep SHB populations lower, so breed from those queens. 


To reduce the threat of this pest in your apiary, take the following precautions: 


●     Maintain only strong, healthy colonies and donâ€™t mix infested equipment on uninfested colonies
●     Keep apiaries clean of ALL unused equipment; do not store empty supers on colonies.
●     Store honey in a cool, dry place.
●     Extract honey as soon as it is removed from colonies.
●     Destroy beetles in stored honey supers as soon as they are detected.
●     Wash honey drums to reduce their attraction.
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3D Atlas of Ann Arbor:  The Google Earth® Approach  Part I;  Part II 
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Behaviour Concepts:  Some First Findings  
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Using Asymmetry to Estimate Potential  
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A Methodology for Historical Geography:  Internet Implementation  
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Sandra Lach Arlinghaus and William Charles Arlinghaus  
Spatial Synthesis Sampler.   


Geometric Visualization of Hexagonal Hierarchies:  Animation and 
Virtual Reality


Klaus-Peter Beier  
One Optimization of an Earlier Model of Virtual Downtown Ann Arbor


Frank J. A. Witlox, Aloys W. J. Borgers, Harry J. P. Timmermans  
Modelling Locational Decision Making of Firms Using 


Multidimensional Fuzzy Decision Tables:  An Illustration
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Sandra L. Arlinghaus, Fred J. Beal, and Douglas S. Kelbaugh  
The View from the Top:  Visualizing Downtown Ann Arbor in Three 


Dimensions


Marc Schlossberg  
Visualizing Accessibility II: Access to Food


Summer in the Northern Hemisphere is Winter in the Southern Hemisphere... 


Peter A. Martin  
Energy Flow:  Spatial and Temporal Patterns


Alma S. Lach  
Winter Windows:   Ice Largo


Seung-Hoon Han  
Spatial Analysis of Subway Zones in Boston, Massachusetts


Andrew Walton  
A Golfer's Resource:  Huron Hills Golf Course, Ann Arbor, Michigan


Thana Chirapiwat (link to his server, unreviewed material)  
Visualization of Geographic Information with VRML


Mail
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  2003 
Volume XIV, Number 2, 2003


CURRENT ISSUE  


SOLSTICE, VOLUME XIV, NUMBER 2;   
WINTER, 2003.


Cover


Front matter: Winter, 2003.  
Editorial Board, Advice to Authors, Mission Statement.


Awards to Solstice Authors


Articles (reviewed):


Sandra Arlinghaus, Robert Haug, Ann Larimore  
Lewis and Clark, 200 Years:  A Visual Tribute to an Exploration.  


The Gates of the Rocky Mountains.


Surajit Chattopadhyay


●     Dependence of Production of Paddy on 
the Total Annual Rainfall:  A Different 
Approach


●     Combating the complexity in spatial 
data:  A neuronal approach


Sandra Lach Arlinghaus  
Ann Arbor, Michigan:  Virtual Downtown Experiments, Part II
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Taejung Kwon, Adrien A. Lazzaro, Paul J. Oppenheim, Aaron 
Rosenblum  


Ann Arbor, Michigan:  Virtual Downtown Experiments, Part III


Mail
About:  Tornado Siren Location: Ann Arbor, Michigan 


●     Letter from United States Member of Congress, John Dingell
●     Quotations from articles from The Ann Arbor News. 
●     Address Change from Diana Sammataro


  2003  
Volume XIV, Number 1, 2003 


CURRENT ISSUE  


SOLSTICE, VOLUME XIV, NUMBER 1;   
SUMMER, 2003.


Cover


Front matter: Summer, 2003.  
Editorial Board, Advice to Authors, Mission Statement.


Awards to Solstice Authors
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In Memoriam


Articles (reviewed):


Sandra Arlinghaus, Michael Batty, and John Nystuen  
Animated Time Lines:  Coordination of Spatial and Temporal 


Information


Sutapa Chaudhuri and Surajit Chattopadhyay  
Viewing the relative importance of some surface parameters 


associated with pre-monsoon thunderstorms through Ampliative 
Reasoning


Kulwinder Kaur  
On L1-Convergence of Modified Sine Sums  


TeX file link.


Sandra Lach Arlinghaus  
1.  Ann Arbor, Michigan:  Virtual Downtown Experiments 


2.  Tornado Siren Location: Ann Arbor, Michigan


Special section, I, on Ann Arbor, Michigan.  
In commemoration of years of town/gown cooperation, associated with 


students in courses taught by S. Arlinghaus, 1992-present at The University of 
Michigan.  Thanks to the following individuals in the City of Ann Arbor who 
made these projects possible.  They have graciously supplied maps, aerials, 


and wise counsel on a regular basis:


●     Merle Johnson, GIS Expert, Information Technology Services, 
City of Ann Arbor


●     Karen Hart, Planning Director, Planning Department, City of 
Ann Arbor


●     Wendy L. Rampson, City Planner III, Planning Department, City 
of Ann Arbor


●     Coy Vaughn, City Planner III, Planning Department, City of Ann 
Arbor


●     Jeff Kahan, City Planner II, Planning Department, City of Ann 
Arbor


●     Chandra Hurd, City Planner II, Planning Department, City of 
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Ann Arbor
●     Matthew Kowalski, Assistant Planner, Planning Department, 


City of Ann Arbor
●     Heather R. Edwards, Historic Preservation Coordinator, City of 


Ann Arbor
●     Matthew Naud, Environmental Coordinator, City of Ann Arbor
●     Ethel Potts, Zoning Board of Appeals
●     Jean Carlberg, City Council


 
Please e-mail if interested in files that are no longer posted; they may be 
available.  


 


New Projects in Solstice, 
reflecting interaction 
between University of 
Michigan students (or 
others) and municipal 
authorities.


Links to existing 
projects already 
published in Solstice.


Links (and citations) to 
older projects, not in 
Solstice, reflecting 
interaction between 
University of Michigan 
students and municipal 
authorities


●     Parks and 
Schools 
Directory:  Ann 
Arbor/Pittsfield, 
 
Peter Z. 
Acuff, Winter 2003 


●     Bike Parking in 
Downtown Ann 
Arbor,
 
Simon 
VanLeeuwen, Winter 
2003  
(use Internet 
Explorer). 


●     Urbanimals Map, 
 
Emile 
Lauzzana, Winter 
2003. 


●     Ann Arbor 
Historic 
Preservation, 
Ronald Keolian, 
Rachel Hornstein, 
and Vanessa Reisin, 
Fall 2002


●     The Relationship 
between Bicycle 
Accidents and 
Lanes of Travel at 
Downtown Ann 
Arbor 
Intersections, 
Hyeyun Lee 


●     Maps and 
Decisions:  
Allen's Creek 
Floodplain, 
Opportunity or 
Disaster?
 
Sandra Lach 
Arlinghaus 


●     A 
Neighborhood 
Information 
System within 
Ann Arbor, 
Michigan. 
 
Sandra L. 
Arlinghaus and 


●     Field Test Site:  
Pall Gelman 
Sciences
 
Matthew 
Gamache, 2002. 


●     Parking counts 
for Planning 
Department by 
David Brandt and 
Jacob Frysinger.


●     Ann Arbor 
Creeksheds:  
Resource 
Website, 
 
Sandra L. 
Arlinghaus, 2001. 


●     Digital Flood 
Map Project:  
Township 
Island 
Component,
 
Milo Tilton, Fall 
2001 


●     The Ann Arbor 
Freeway 
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●     Clean Waters and 
Green Lawns, 
Ann Arbor 
Michigan, 
 
Adam Pettinger, 
Alan Striegle, Brad 
Fuzak, and Kathryn 
King, Fall 2002, 


Lloyd R. Phillips. 
●     Elements of 


Spatial 
Planning: 
Theory. Part I, 
Part II. 
 
Sandra L. 
Arlinghaus. 


System,
 
Michael Baysdell, 
Fall 2000. 


●     Fazoli Site:  
Baseline Study. 
 
Jocelyn La Face, 
Summer 1999. 


●     Surface Flow 
and Steep 
Slopes 
Resource Page
 
Sandra L. 
Arlinghaus, 1999. 


●     Rosalyn Scaff, 
Fall 1999.  Base 
for current city 
site.
 
Project funded 
through the City of 
Ann Arbor; she 
won a "Community 
Service 
Professional 
Award" for her 
work (along with 
Wendy Rampson, 
Chandra Hurd, and 
Sandra 
Arlinghaus).  
Ongoing work to 
update this 
material by 
Wayne Buente. 


●     A History of 
Landscape 
Change in a 
Neighborhood 
of Ann Arbor, 
 
Katya 
Podsiadlo, Fall 
1998. 


●     Amie Ottinger, 
Fall 1997.  Base 
for a Parks 
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website dealing 
with prescribed 
burns.


Mail


Solstice Archive


 
 2002 


Volume XIII, Number 2, 2002 
 


CURRENT ISSUE  


SOLSTICE, VOLUME XIII, NUMBER 2;   
WINTER, 2002.


Cover


Front matter: Winter, 2002.  
Editorial Board, Advice to Authors, Mission Statement.


Articles (reviewed):
Marc Schlossberg  


Visual Accessibility with GIS
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Robert F. Austin  
Cost Proxy Models in Rural Telephone Companies


Surajit Chattopadhyay  
Predicting Pre-monsoon Thunderstorms--  


A Statistical View through Propositional Logic


Robert F. Austin and Porter E. Childers  
Disaggregation and Targeting of Universal Service Support 


Kulwinder Kaur, Babu Ram, and S. S. Bhatia  
TeX file for the reader to run LaTeX, or, a .pdf below:  


L1-Convergence of Cosine Series with Hyper Semi Convex Coefficients


Sandra L. Arlinghaus and William C. Arlinghaus  
Spatial Synthesis:  A Research Program


Solstice Archive


 
 2002  


Volume XIII, Number 1, 2002 
 


CURRENT ISSUE  


SOLSTICE, VOLUME XIII, NUMBER 1;   
SUMMER, 2002.


Cover


Front matter: Summer, 2002.  
Editorial Board, Advice to Authors, Mission Statement.


Research Note:
Sandra Arlinghaus, Salma Haidar, and Mark Wilson  


Animated Map Timeline, Syria


Articles (reviewed):
B. Derudder and F. Witlox  


Classification Techniques in Complex Databases:   
Assessment of Vagueness and Sparsity in a Network of World Cities
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John D. Nystuen  
The Thünen Society, North American Division


Sandra Lach Arlinghaus  
The Lights Are On, All Over the World


Mapping Projects, Urban Planning 507, 2002  
The University of Michigan   


(selections): 


Interactive Internet Maps: 


●     Eun-Young Kim:
Bus Stops and Bus Users in the City of Detroit 


●     Hyeyun Lee (also includes animated maps):
The Relationship between Bicycle Accidents and Lanes of Travel at 
Downtown Ann Arbor Intersections


Animated Maps: 


●     Jeanine Chura McCloskey: 
Beach Closures in Oakland County, Michigan:  Using GIS as an 
Investigative Tool


●     Makoto Noguchi:
The Possibility of Extending the Streetcar Line in Kagoshima City, Japan


Materials Received


Solstice Archive.
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 2001  
Volume XII, Number 1 


●     Cover
●     Front matter: Summer, 2001


�❍     Editorial Board, Advice to Authors, Mission Statement.
�❍     Update from Diana Sammataro:  Varroa Mite Animated Map


●     Articles:
�❍     John D. Nystuen, Photo Essay.  Water Rustlers?  (High-speed connection 


recommended.)
�❍     Sandra L. Arlinghaus and William C. Arlinghaus  The Neglected Relation
�❍     Sandra Lach Arlinghaus  Maps and Decisions:  Allen's Creek Floodplain, 


Opportunity or Disaster?
●     Book Reviews:


�❍     Kameshwari Pothukuchi reviewer of:  Fast Food Nation: The Dark Side of 
the All-American Meal by Eric Schlosser, New York: Houghton Mifflin, 2001.


�❍     Richard R. Wallace reviewer of:  High Technology and Low-Income 
Communities: Prospects for the Positive Use of Advanced Information 
Technology edited by Donald A. SchÃƒÂ¶n, Bish Sanyal, and William J. 
Mitchell, MIT Press, 1999.


 2001 
Volume XII, Number 2 


●     Cover
●     Front matter: Winter, 2001--Editorial Board, Advice to Authors, Mission 


Statement.
●     Articles:


�❍     Waldo Tobler,  Spherical Measures without Spherical Trigonometry
�❍     John D. Nystuen, What's At Home?  Shelter for the Poor in Low Income 


Cities
�❍     Sandra Lach Arlinghaus,  Base Maps, Buffers, and Bisectors
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 2000  
Volume XI, Number 1 
    Cover  
Front matter: Summer, 2000  
    Editorial Board, Advice to Authors, Mission Statement.  
John D. Nystuen  
    Set in Stone:  An Analemma in Northern Italy  
Richard Wallace  
    Personal Reflections on Solar Power  
Sandra Lach Arlinghaus  
    Animaps, IV:  Of Time and Place  
     On a slow modem this article will take a long time to load.  
Book Review.  
Review of:  Arundhati Roy, The Cost of Living , 
Modern Library, 1999, 126 pp., $11.95 (pap.).  
Reviewer:  Richard Wallace.  


 
 2000 


Volume XI, Number 2 
     Cover  
Front matter: Winter, 2000  
     Editorial Board, Advice to Authors, Mission Statement.  
To the Memory of Donald Frederick Lach, 1917-2000  
     Dedication  
John D. Nystuen, Photo Essay  
     Fifty Years of Spatial Analysis:  A Symposium in Honor of William L. Garrison  1950-
2000  
      (High-speed connection recommended.)  
Sandra L. Arlinghaus and Lloyd R. Phillips  
     A Neighborhood Information System within Ann Arbor, Michigan  
Courtney Gober  
     Animaps, Again  
Nakia D. Baird  
     Animap Sequences  
     (High-speed connection recommended)
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 1999  
Volume X, Number 1 
Cover  
Front matter: Summer, 1999.  Editorial Board, Advice to Authors, Mission Statement.  
Dedication  To John D. Nystuen, on the occasion of his retirement from The University 
of Michigan  
John D. Nystuen, Metropolitan Mining: Institutional and Scale Effects on the Salt 
Mines of Detroit  
Sandra L. Arlinghaus and William C. Arlinghaus. Animaps III:  Color Straws, Color 
Voxels, and Color Ramps.  
Richard Wallace.  Book Review:  AndrÃƒÂ© I. Khuri, Thomas Mathew, and Bimal K. 
Sinha, Statistical Tests for Mixed Linear Models, John Wiley & Sons, 1998, 352 pp., $69.95 
(cloth).  
Seema Desai Iyer.  Book Review:  Castells, Manuel (1996). The Rise of the Network 
Society (The Information Age: Economy, Society and Culture, Volume 1). Malden, MA: 
Blackwell Publishers, Inc. (556 pages, bibliography 51 pages, index 23 pages).  


 1999 
Volume X, Number 2 
Cover  
Front matter: Winter, 1999  
    Editorial Board, Advice to Authors, Mission Statement.  
    E-mail from readers  
    Festschrift: Nystuen CD  
Jeffrey A. Nystuen  
    Listening to Raindrops  
Sandra L. Arlinghaus  
    A Map of Jackson, Mississippi  
Books Received; Brief Summaries:  
    Julius S. Bendat, Nonlinear Systems Techniques and Applications  
    Paul M. DeRusso, Rob J. Roy, Charles M. Close, Alan A. Desrochers, State Variables for 
Engineers


 1998  
Volume IX, Number 1, 
Cover and table of content  
Front matter: Summer, 1998.  Editorial Board, Advice to Authors, Mission Statement.  
Sandra L. Arlinghaus, William D. Drake, and John D. Nystuen with data and other input 
from:  Audra Laug, Kris S. Oswalt, and Diana Sammataro.  Animaps.  
Frank E. Barmore (reprinted, in part, from The Wisconsin Geographer (with 
permission)).  
Spatial Analysis, the Wisconsin Idea and the UW-System.  The Use and Abuse of 
Dispersion Statistics  
Sandra L. Arlinghaus, Ruben De la Sierra.  Revitalizing Maps or Images?  
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John D. Nystuen.  Book Review:  The Universe Below by William J. Broad  (New York: 
Simon and Schuster, 1997, 432 pages)  


 1998 
Volume IX, Number 2 
Cover  
Front matter:  Winter, 1998.  Editorial Board, Advice to Authors, Mission Statement.  
Sandra Lach Arlinghaus.  Animated Four Color Theorem:  Sample Map.  
Sandra Lach Arlinghaus.  Animaps, II.  
Daniel Albert.  Book Review:  Rising Tide: The Great Mississippi Flood of 1927 and How 
it Changed America, by John M. Barry


 1997  
Volume VIII, Number 1 
Front matter: Summer, 1997 Editorial Board, Advice to Authors, Mission Statement.  
Author: John D. Nystuen. Why Whales Don't Freeze or Kidney-Shaped Airports: Spatial 
Analysis and Spatial Design.  
Author: Frank Harary. To the Memory of Clyde Tombaugh, 1906-1997.  


 1997 
Volume VIII, Number 2 
Front matter:  Winter, 1997.  Editorial Board, Advice to Authors, Mission Statement.  
John D. Nystuen.  The Photographic Record.  SunSweep:  A Visit on the Summer 
Solstice.  
Sandra L. Arlinghaus, Frederick L. Goodman, Daniel A. Jacobs. Buffers and Duality.  
Sandra L. Arlinghaus, William C. Arlinghaus.  A Graph Theoretic View of the Join-Count 
Statistic.  
John D. Nystuen, Andrea I. Frank.  Differences in Feature Representation in Digital 
Map Bases.


 1996  
Volume VII, Number 1 
John D. Nystuen, Rhonda Ryznar, Thomas Wagner. "The Greening of Detroit, 1975-
1992: Physical Effects of Decline."  
Sandra Lach Arlinghaus. "Algebraic Aspects of Ratios."  
Daniel Jacobs. "U.S. Route 12 Buffer."  


 1996 
Volume VII, Number 2 
Sandra Lach Arlinghaus. "Web Fractals: An Overview."  
Sandra Lach Arlinghaus. "Part II. Elements of Spatial Planning. Theory. Merging Maps: 
Node Labeling Strategies.
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 1995  
Volume VI, Number 1 
Richard Wallace: "Motor Vehicle Transport and Global Climate Change: Policy 
Scenarios."  
Sandra L. Arlinghaus, William C. Arlinghaus, John D. Nystuen: "Discrete Mathematics 
and Counting Derangements in Blind Wine Tastings."  


 
Figures for Volume VI, Number 1, 1995  


 1995 
Volume VI, Number 2 
Sandra Lach Arlinghaus: "Elements of Spatial Planning: Theory. Part I."


 1994  
Volume V, Number 1 
Virginia Ainslie and Jack Licate: "Getting Infrastructure Built. Cleveland Infrastructure 
Team Shares Secrets of Success."  
Frank E. Barmore: "Center Here; Center There; Center, Center Everywhere."  
Barton R. Burkhalter: "Equal-Area Venn Diagrams of Two Circles: Their Use with Real-
World Data."  
Sandra L. Arlinghaus, William C. Arlinghaus, Frank Harary, John D. Nystuen. "Los 
Angeles, 1994--A Spatial Scientific Study."  


 1994 
Volume V, Number 2 
Sandra L. Arlinghaus, William C. Arlinghaus, Frank Harary: "The Paris Metro: Is its 
Graph Planar?"  
Sandra Lach Arlinghaus: "Interruption!"  
Reprint. Michael F. Dacey: "Imperfections in the Uniform Plane."


 1993  
Volume IV, Number 1 
Sandra L. Arlinghaus and Richard H. Zander: "Electronic Journals: Observations Based 
on Actual Trials, 1987-Present."  
John D. Nystuen: "Wilderness As Place."  
Frank E. Barmore: The Earth Isn't Flat. And It Isn't Round Either: Some Significant and 
Little Known Effects of the Earth's Ellipsoidal Shape."  
Sandra Lach Arlinghaus: "Micro-cell Hex-nets?"  
Sandra L. Arlinghaus, William C. Arlinghaus, Frank Harary: "Sum Graphs and 
Geograhic Information."  


 1993 
Volume IV, Number 2 
William D. Drake, S. Pak, I. Tarwotjo, Muhilal, J. Gorstein, R. Tilden. "Villages in 
Transition: Elevated Risk of Micronutrient Deficiency."
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 1992  
Volume III, Number 1 
Harry L. Stern: "Computing Areas of Regions with Discretely Defined Boundaries."  
Sandra L. Arlinghaus, John D. Nystuen, Michael J. Woldenberg: "The Quadratic World 
of Kinematic Waves."  


 1992 
Volume III, Number 2 
Reprint. Frank Harary: "What Are Mathematical Models and What Should They Be?"  
Frank E. Barmore: "Where Are We? Comments on the Concept of Center of 
Population."  
Sandra L. Arlinghaus and John D. Nystuen: "The Pelt of the Earth: An Essay on 
Reactive Diffusion."


 1991  
Volume II, Number 1 
Sandra L. Arlinghaus, David Barr, John D. Nystuen: "The Spatial Shadow: Light and 
Dark--Whole and Part."  


 1991 
Volume II, Number 2 
Reprint. Saunders Mac Lane: "Proof, Truth, and Confusion, The Nora and Edward 
Ryerson Lecture at The University of Chicago in 1982."  
Robert F. Austin: Digital Maps and Data Bases: Aesthetics versus Accuracy."


  1990  
Volume I, Number 1 
Reprint. William Kingdon Clifford: "Postulates of the Science of Space."  
Sandra Lach Arlinghaus: "Beyond the Fractal."  
William C. Arlinghaus: "Groups, Graphs, and God"  


 1990 
Volume I, Number 2 
John D. Nystuen: "A City of Strangers: Spatial Aspects of Alienation in the Detroit 
Metropolitan Region."  
Sandra Lach Arlinghaus: "Scale and Dimension: Their Logical Harmony."  
Sandra Lach Arlinghaus: "Parallels Between Parallels."  
Sandra L. Arlinghaus, William C. Arlinghaus, and John D. Nystuen: "The Hedetniemi 
Matrix Sum: A Real-world Application."  
Sandra Lach Arlinghaus: Fractal Geometry of Infinite Pixel Sequences: "Super-
definition" Resoultion?"
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SOLSTICE:  


An Electronic Journal of  


Geography and Mathematics.  
(Major articles are refereed; full electronic archives available). 
 
Persistent URL:  http://deepblue.lib.umich.edu/handle/2027.42/58219 


 
   


The Perimeter Project, Part I: 
Fragile Lands Protection Using Cemetery Zoning and Creative Memorialization 


"Not marble, nor the gilded monuments  
Of princes, shall outlive this powerful rhyme;"


     William Shakespeare, Sonnet #55 
 


 
Sandra L. Arlinghaus 


Adjunct Professor of Mathematical Geography and Population-Environment Dynamics 
School of Natural Resources and Environment 


The University of Michigan 
  


and  
 


William E. Arlinghaus 
General Manager 


Chapel Hill Memorial Gardens 
Grand Rapids, Michigan 


 


Associated Google Earth file for interactive viewing:  download. 
The file to download will remain more current (as it is updated) than will the static images below that were drawn from it 


in June of 2009. 


General Vision


The world's most environmentally fragile lands are in critical need of protection.  Many of these lands 
are coastal (hence, "Perimeter" Project); many are in developing nations.  Often these lands have 
great natural scenic beauty and are therefore prized targets for real-estate developers.  Zoning is a 
strong way to control land uses; zoning, however, can be changed by local municipal authorities 
in response to short-term fluctuations in the economy and political agendas.  The most immutable 
zoning category in most countries of the world is one that is placed on the lands where the dead are 
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buried. Cemetery zoning offers the best protection for land as well as for people.


Cemeteries in the U.S.A. have trust funds in place for perpetual care and maintenance of cemetery 
lands.  This feature, itself, makes the zoning the most desirable with regard to protecting lands.  
Despite zoning and trust-funding practice, much of modern American burial practice actually harms 
the land:  embalming fluid, steel, copper, bronze, hardwood, and reinforced concrete, are typically 
buried along with the body.  What we seek, in the broader "Perimeter Project" is to create a coastal rim 
of the world's fragile lands protected by trust-funded cemetery status AND by environmentally 
sensitive burial practice.  What we describe in Part I of a series of essays and their implementation is a 
pilot project currently underway as a first step toward this "General Vision."  The entire project, 
as envisioned at the outset, is one of global proportions and is one that will unfold over many years 


Contemporary Burial Practice in the USA 


Burial of the embalmed body in a casket, inside a vault, inside the Earth, seems to offer a sense 
of permanence and security to loved ones.  Burial is also a consistent form of handling the body 
within many western religions.  Monuments, marble or otherwise, marking the location of the burial 
have become standard.  Memorialization of the life is etched in stone.  


In recent years, cremation has become increasingly acceptable.  It often appeals to those who worry 
about environmental sensitivities associated with putting embalming fluids, metals, hardwoods, 
and concrete into the ground.  Cremation does little, however, to improve the ground.  So-called "green" 
or "natural" burial, which is "new" within contemporary US culture is both environmentally sensitive 
and good for the earth.  A naturally decomposing human body inside a shroud or a 
biodegradable container, buried within the Earth, continues to contribute for a number of years to 
the welfare of the land and the vegetation.  From an environmental and from a marketing perspective, 
this form of environmentally sensitive burial is the best.  Often, however, there is no 
memorialization associated with either cremation or green burial.


Green burial, while it may be "new" to many Americans, certainly is not a new idea.  It is, in fact, the 
oldest form of burial.  How then, did we get involved in this unnecessarily complicated approach, one 
might ask?  The answer is "Marketing"--make people believe blindly that this form of ceremony is 
the "proper" way to handle the death of a loved one.  What marketing can do, it can also undo. The 
biggest marketing issue in the USA separating current from environmentally sensitive burial practice is 
that of memorialization. 


Summary:   
The merits and drawbacks of three forms of body management after death 


●     Contemporary US burial practice
�❍     Merits


■     Offers a permanent, trust-funded physical memorial--marble tombstone, for example. 
■     Fits with many conservative prevalent US religions


�❍     Drawbacks
■     Harms the land in terms of the chemicals/metals it places in the Earth
■     Gives nothing back to the Earth while occupying its parcel of land
■     Horizontal burial orientation (as the default mode in many cemeteries) maximizes footprint on the 


land
●     Cremation


�❍     Merits
■     Does not harm the land
■     May make no demands for a parcel of land, if ashes are scattered; minimal otherwise.


�❍     Drawbacks
■     Has no permanent memorial if the ashes are scattered; generally, only a group memorial otherwise
■     Does not fit with many conservative prevalent US religions so that near-universal adoption is not 


an option
■     Cremation is unappealing to many.


●     Green burial
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�❍     Merits
■     Does not harm the land
■     Does give back to the Earth while occupying its reusable parcel of land.
■     Vertical burial, as default orientation, would reduce burial plot footprint
■     Does fit with many conservative prevalent US religions
■     Marketing advantage:  Green burial appears more appealing than cremation and has none of the 


problems of conventional burial.  It has seen limited use in Europe (particularly the UK and very 
limited use in the US).  This option has many attractive selling points--one goes on living by 
fertilizing the soil and protecting the valued lands of the world."  Preliminary contacts with 
consumers suggest an 80% approval rating of the idea.


�❍     Drawbacks
■     May have no permanent memorial.


Permanent Memorialization:  the Key to a Successful Pilot Project 


The table above shows clearly that permanent memorialization is the key to moving from damaging 
burial practice to environmentally sustainable practice: either cremation or green burial.  Cremation 
has more limited marketing potential than does green burial.  Nonetheless, in Michigan over the past 
ten years the demand for cremation has multiplied 10 fold.  What is needed to take advantage of the 
more responsible and indeed, cheaper, alternatives of cremation and green burial, in a marketing 
climate that is ripe for these approaches, is a solution to the memorialization problem that comes from 
the scattering of ashes and certain styles of green burial.


A natural answer to the lack of a permanent physical marker is to provide a permanent virtual marker as 
a tribute and memorial to the life of an individual.  We use Google Earth and contemporary 
electronic networks to archive these markers in space and time, in a tested format (since 2002), using 
a corporate structure that is already established in imitation of traditional cemetery non-profit trust 
funding (Archived Memorials Online:  http://www.MyLovedOne.com).  


Our current pilot project is based on land where we already have a foothold, in Grand Rapids, 
Michigan.  Since January 1 of 2009, all sales of burial or cremation include, necessarily, a spot in a 
virtual trust-funded cemetery.  Individual basic virtual markers are placed on the Google Earth site.  
The figures below show animated sequences of screen captures, or static shots (as appropriate), from 
the Google Earth virtual cemetery for the Grand Rapids site, which is contained within the broader 
virtual cemetery linked above.   The reader wishing to have the full experience, both audio and visual, 
must load the .kmz file into Google Earth and use that as a browser. 


The first step in creating an online virtual cemetery is to locate it in Google Earth and mark various 
broad geographic components within it.  Thus, in Figure 1:  


●     Figure 1a:  Placemarks have been added in Google Earth to show the locations of the various 
Gardens within the cemetery.


●     Figure 1b:  Chunky 3D buildings have been added, using Google SketchUp, to represent 
mausoleums.  These buildings were then uploaded into Google Earth and are correctly geo-
referenced there.  To keep file size manageable, the buildings have been installed as "network links"; 
thus, one must be on the internet otherwise the buildings will not load.  As development 
continues, photographic textures will be added to the sides of buildings and architecture will be 
modeled according to photographic evidence and field-checking. 
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. 
Figure 1a.   Use of Placemarks to represent broad geographic regions within a cemetery. 
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Figure 1b.  
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In Figure 1b, it was helpful to zoom in to see the virtual 3D simple mausoleum structures rise from 
the GoogleGlobe.  What the zoom-ins also showed, however, was how plain the landscape 
appears.  Naturally, one might wish a more detailed view.  To overcome this difficulty from public 
streets and other public access, Google Earth has a feature called "Street Views" which shows 
camera views of detail surrounding the streets.  On private property, such as in the interior of a 
cemetery, one must create such views from field photos and then convert them, using simple code, 
into computer files that will show up in Google Earth.  These views may be presented on a flat billboard, 
on the inside of a cylinder, or on the inside of a sphere.  The default set that comes in Google 
Earth presents local panoramas within spheres.  At the present, we present added camera views 
on billboards.  These ideas are displayed in a visual sequence in Figure 2. 
 


●     Figure 2a:  Clicking on the "Street Views" in the default loadset shows only views of the cemetery from 
the street. 
<>Figure 2b:  Field photos were taken of selected elements of the interior of the cemetery.  These 
photos were mounted on 3D "billboards" to show the detail as added street views.  Because the opacity 
of these billboard views can be adjusted, one can check the location of these views against the 
chunky buildings as shown here for the Garden of the Nativity. 


●     Figure 2c:  The code for one such billboard view (Garden of the Nativity).
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. 
Figure 2a.  Detailed camera views of lands adjacent only to the road are shown here.  These are 
very useful for many purposes but are not particularly helpful for navigating the interior of the cemetery. 
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Figure 2b.  


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<kml xmlns="http://earth.google.com/kml/2.2"> 
<PhotoOverlay> 
    <name>Garden of the Nativity</name> 
    <visibility>0</visibility> 
    <description><![CDATA[<html> 
<body bgcolor="#000000" text="yellow"> 
<large> 
<a href="http://www.cemeterygrandrapids.com/MemorialDay2009/Nativity01.jpg">Link</a> to view in 
the associated browser window. 
</large> 
</body> 
</html>]]></description> 
    <Camera> 
        <longitude>-85.546913</longitude> 
        <latitude>42.910479</latitude> 
        <altitude>5</altitude> 
        <heading>132</heading> 
        <tilt>88.80375917000001</tilt> 
        <roll>0</roll> 
    </Camera> 
    <Style> 
        <IconStyle> 
            <Icon> 
                <href>http://maps.google.com/mapfiles/kml/shapes/camera-lv.png</href> 
                <refreshMode>onExpire</refreshMode> 
            </Icon> 
        </IconStyle> 
        <ListStyle> 
            <listItemType>check</listItemType> 
            <ItemIcon> 
                <state>open closed error fetching0 fetching1 fetching2</state> 
                <href>http://maps.google.com/mapfiles/kml/shapes/camera-lv.png</href> 
            </ItemIcon> 
            <bgColor>00ffffff</bgColor> 
            <maxSnippetLines>2</maxSnippetLines> 
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        </ListStyle> 
    </Style> 
    <Icon> 
        <href>http://www.cemeterygrandrapids.com/MemorialDay2009/Nativity01.jpg</href> 
    </Icon> 
    <ViewVolume> 
        <leftFov>-25.0019</leftFov> 
        <rightFov>25.0019</rightFov> 
        <bottomFov>-14.66</bottomFov> 
        <topFov>14.66</topFov> 
        <near>0.7</near> 
    </ViewVolume> 
    <Point> 
        <altitudeMode>relativeToGround</altitudeMode> 
        <coordinates>-85.546913,42.910479</coordinates> 
    </Point> 
</PhotoOverlay> 
</kml> 
 


Figure 2c.  Code for camera "billboard" view of the Garden of the Nativity.


The camera billboard views of the interior of the cemetery offer the driver a way to fix visual 
benchmarks.  There is, however, often a need in navigating a real cemetery to have even more 
detail.  Thus, we begin to incorporate even more detail in the virtual cemetery.   In Figure 3:


 
●     Figure 3a:  Maps of lot locations are inserted in each Garden
●     Figure 3b:  3D trees are added.  The Google 3D Warehouse has many useful items of this sort:  


trees, shrubs, flowers, and so forth.  To create a fuller looking tree, select two copies of the same tree 
and orient one of them at 90 degrees to the other (or three at 60 degrees--but be careful of 
increasing overall file size too much).  As above, network links are used to keep file size manageable. 


●     Figure 3c:  Special events at the cemetery can be kept alive.  This figure shows part of a Memorial 
Day ceremony.  Configure your browser in relation to Google Earth as you wish.  We have chosen to have 
it come up in a frame at the bottom of the Earth in order to fit all in a single screen shot.   In Google 
Earth, one can also listen to the accompanying music while watching the animation or while driving 
around the virtual cemetery. 
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. 
Figure 3a.   Detailed maps of lot locations are inserted as image overlays correctly geo-referenced. 
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Figure 3b.  3D trees offer a sense of realism when walking around the virtual cemetery. 
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Figure 3c.  Memorial Day, 2009--special event.  In the Google Earth file, listen to the Battle Hymn of 
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the Republic as you drive around in the virtual cemetery or listen to it here by clicking on the play 


feature following this sentence.  


The ground level detail of trees from the Google 3D Warehouse (Figure 3b) coupled 
with the idea of using a conventional browser in conjunction with Google Earth 
(Figure 3C) leads to the introduction of more power into the virtual cemetery.  In Figure 4: 


●     Figure 4a:   Tombstones from the Google 3D warehouse are introduced in 
conjunction with the maps from Figure 3a. 


●     Figure 4b:  Obituaries are introduced linked to placemarks, and tombstones, as 
virtual markers in the virtual cemetery.   
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. 
Figure 4a.  Ideas begin to come together to produce a more detailed virtual cemetery. 
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Figure 4b.  Here, obituaries are introduced. 


 
View the entire spread of markers.  Markers in an individual Garden are color-
coordinated to match the Garden placemark.  Or, look at an obituary, often with a 
color photo.  Virtual flowers (Alma Lach) mark each virtual marker.  Use camera 
views inside the cemetery.  Figure 5 suggests how to draw together elements of 
the virtual cemetery--the residents of the Garden of the Last Supper come together in 
this view, in both aerial and photographic landscapes, to participate virtually in 
the Memorial Day celebration held in that Garden.  Visit this virtual cemetery yourself 
by driving through the kmz file to download.  Try your own combination of switches 
to view various aspects of this complex 3D world.  The "rhyme" of Shakespeare is 
one form of virtual marker; these are others and offer a challenge to clients to create 
their own beauty, poetic or artistic, to add to the basic "AMO."  Endurance of these, 
when done in a perpetual manner, is intended to follow the lead of Shakespeare. 
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Figure 5.  The virtual cemetery, complete with detailed views of various sorts, maps, and obituaries 
or custom markers, all maintained in perpetuity.  
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Even though the land of this existing cemetery might not be valued as a "fragile" land, 
use of the existing trust-funded memorialization and marketing networks lets us 
test various elements of the program prior to attempting to expand it to a 
larger geographic area.  The program that is now in place has over 200 virtual 
markers placed as online memorials since January of 2009.  That program is 
successful and popular with clients.  Current market research suggests that green 
burial will begin, as well, this coming summer now that  


●     the permanent online marketing of memorials is successfully in place
●     a virtual cemetery has been built in Google Earth
●     constructive contact with a local funeral director has been established.


As this pilot project grows in scope, we expect to see a number of related parallel 
streams of thinking emerge.  A cemetery is in some regards a small city:  plots 
for conventional graves represent city parcels zoned for single-family dwelling 
units.  Mausoleums represent parcels zoned for multiple-family dwelling units.  
The grounds are zoned for parkland.  Most cemeteries have a parcel map based on 
a grid.  More forward-looking ones might, for example, invoke principles of 
classical central place theory to optimize close-packing of parcels, even with 
conventional burial (Arlinghaus, W. E. 2009; Arlinghaus, S. L. 1985).  Indeed, 
academic literature is rich in ideas that have been tried in cities; these may all 
have parallels for the city beneath the surface.


Eventual Implementation of a Broader Program


The full Perimeter Project is planned to eventually involve:


●     Implementation and Land Acquisition with associated related good environmental practice:
�❍     Pilot project:  Development of a green burial pilot project on a physical cemetery. 


  Beyond what is already in place, the goals of the pilot project are:
■     To finish the detail in a single virtual cemetery.  The material above sets all the technique 


and context in place. 
■     To extend this pilot project elsewhere in existing cemeteries


■     More contacts needed with other cemeteries (Arlinghaus, W. E.) 
■     Training manuals on the creation of memorials in progress (Arlinghaus, S.; Larimore, A.; Haug, R.) 


■     To understand in detail the merits and drawbacks of this form of burial by executing 
it over a period of time.


●     Re-use of land as bodies decay and are absorbed into the soil.  The same spot can 
be used more than once, which also helps in the conservation effort.  Perhaps 
one person has his physical spot for 25 years; study of ancient burial sites should 
offer good input on this topic (Paris, Rome, catacombs references).  


●     When bodies are cremated, pacemakers must be removed, lest the 
crematorium explode.  Metal pacemakers and other non biodegradable components 
of the cadaver should be harvested prior to green burial.  Initial contact has been 
made with a group at The University of Michigan Cardiovascular Center that 
is investigating pacemaker re-use in developing nations.  We are looking for 
symbiotic relations between the two projects.  


■     To develop a broad marketing program for this form of burial.  Such a program will 
benefit from the study of other related but not identical projects, one of which is 
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described in association with solar energy collection on the linked website. (http://
edition.cnn.com/2008/WORLD/europe/11/24/solar.panels.graves.spain.ap/index.html ).


■     To consider preliminary needs in database management and work to develop.  We 
plan to work with Kris Oswalt of Community Systems Foundation (Ann Arbor) to 
develop a special version of DevInfo software, CemInfo (perhaps).  We would wish 
to create a data base of dead people, as they die and also to work backward from 
the present.  One component of CemInfo should be to track where the re-
used pacemakers are implanted and then monitor that the pacemaker is removed 
when the recipient dies.   For these data management tasks it will no doubt be prudent 
to study the Mormon Church record for archiving and database management.


●     Mapping Project:  Mapping of lands that might be targets for inclusion in a 
global perimeter project (S. Arlinghaus).  Certainly all existing cemetery lands 
would appear on this map, as would others that fit soil, water table, and 
other environmental and ownership conditions admitting the possibility of cemetery use. 


●     Scalable project:  Subsequent applications, in different years, would scale the project 
to different levels.


�❍     State Level:  Once the kinks are worked out in a pilot project, extend the project to 
the Michigan coastline or elsewhere as feasible.  There are numerous possible 
contacts that might be useful in dealing with issues involving land acquisition, 
zoning, parcel amalgamation, family trusts, land trusts, and so forth.  The 
State government would need to be worked with carefully as cemetery lands are 
exempt from property tax.


�❍     Country or World Level:  Finally, we would wish to view the Michigan coastline project 
as a pilot project for the lands of the world and scale it up to a single developing 
nation with the eventual goal of a global strategy taking advantage of the 
DevInfo software (Oswalt) and its use by the United Nations in over 80 
developing nations. 


●     Memorialization--In addition to the existing memorialization in place we are working on:
�❍     Customized online memorials:  Several styles are already available.  Another style is 


to embed existing GEOMAT format (based on an academic course taught at 
The University of Michigan) in Google Earth to memorialize the life of an individual, 
in detail, in space and time (Larimore, A.; Arlinghaus, S.L.; Haug, R.).  


�❍     Archiving of data and the capture of meta-data:  keeping track of how the materials 
are created.   


 


"If I should die, think only this of me: 
That there's some corner of a foreign field 


That is for ever England."


Rupert Brooke, from a Sonnet Sequence, entitled "1914" -- first published in 1915.
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Awards and Recognition 


 
●     2009:  Kerry Ard wins Google Earth KML Research Competition.  One of two top awards 


in the student category.  The only US student to win.
●     2009:  Solstice covers displayed in 'Journal Covers" exhibition at the Science Library of 


The University of Michigan. 
●     2008:  S. Arlinghaus invited to speak at Google 3D Warehouse Base Camp in Mountain 


View, CA at the GooglePlex.  Had to decline the invitation; nonetheless, was nice to be 
thought of as representing higher education in regard to work already done. 


●     2008:  Best of 3D Warehouse awards number over 50. 
●     2007:  Best of 3D Warehouse awards (blue ribbons); these buildings come up default in 


all free downloads of Google Earth when the "3d buildings" checkbox is checked.  They 
are designed for planning, rather than for architectural, purposes; file size is kept small.  
What is important is giving the "impression" of the building rather than giving large 
amounts of detail.  View the associated .kmz files in Google Earth to understand the 
context; they are attached to the linked pages below.  Be sure to turn on the "terrain" 
switch, otherwise buildings made in older software (older versions of Google SketchUp) 
will float above the surface. 


�❍     Archimedes's models (S. Arlinghaus is "Archimedes").
■     Campus models of Arlinghaus:  1 (Alumni Center), 2 (Angell Hall), 3 (Angell 


Hall Complex), 4 (Art Museum, first model), 5 (Art Museum, second 
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model), 6 (Bagnoud Building), 7 (Biomedical Sciences Building), 8 (Bursley 
Hall), 9 (C. C. Little Building), 10 (Chemistry Building), 11 (Clements 
Library, first model), 12 (Clements Library, second model), 13 (Crisler 
Arena), 14 (Dennison Building, first model), 15 (Dennison Building, second 
model), 16 (East Hall, first model), 17 (East Hall, second model), 18 (Frieze 
Building), 19 (Hatcher Library North), 20 (Hatcher Library South), 21 
(Haven Hall), 22 (Hill Auditorium, first model), 23 (Hill Auditorium, second 
model), 24 (Kraus Natural Science Building), 25 (Michigan League, first 
model), 26 (Michigan League, second model), 27 (Literature, Science, and 
the Arts Building), 28 (Mason Hall), 29 (Michigan Stadium), 30 (Modern 
Language Building), 31 (Northwood IV), 32 (Pharmacy College), 33 (Power 
Center), 34 (Rackham Building, first model), 35 (Rackham Building, second 
model), 36 (Randall Laboratory), 37 (Schembechler Hall), 38 (Shapiro 
Library),  39 (Tappan Hall, second model), 40 (Tisch Hall), 41 (University 
Hospitals), 42 (West Hall, first model), 43 (West Hall, second model). 


■     DDA models of Arlinghaus:  1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12
�❍     Build Your Campus competition models--student participants each won at least 


one blue ribbon, as a Best of 3D Warehouse award
■     Lauren Leigh Hoffman:  Dana Building
■     Juan Sergio Ponce de Leon:  Yost Arena, South Quad
■     Andrew Walton:  Golf Course Clubhouse 


●     2007:  University of Michigan models of about 300 buildings included in the online folder 
resulting from the "Build Your Campus" competition. 


●     2007:  Archimedes selected by Google as a "Featured Modeler." 
●     2006:  Google 3D Warehouse, "Google Picks" then go to "Cities in Development" http://


sketchup.google.com/3dwarehouse/ to see textured models of downtown Ann Arbor 
buildings. 


●     2006:  3D Atlas of Ann Arbor, Version 2.  Google Earth Community, ranked a "Top 20 
Rated Post" on Entrance page, December 8, 2006. 


●     2006:  3D Atlas of Ann Arbor, Version 2.  Rated a 5 globe production (top score) in 
Google Earth Community, November 2006. 


●     2004:  Sandra L. Arlinghaus and William C. Arlinghaus, Spatial Synthesis Sampler, 
Solstice, Summer 2004.  Semi-Finalist, Pirelli 2003 INTERNETional Award Competition.


●     2004:  Sandra Lach Arlinghaus, recipient, The Presidentâ€™s Volunteer Service Award, 
March 11, 2004.


●     2003:  Jeffrey A. Nystuen, won the 2003 Medwin Prize in Acoustical Oceanography 
given by the Acoustical Society of America.  The citation was "for the innovative use of 
sound to measure rainfall rate and type at sea".  It is awarded to a young/mid-career 
scientist whose work demonstrates the effective use of sound in the discovery and 
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understanding of physical and biological parameters and processes in the sea.
●     2002:    Sandra L. Arlinghaus, William C. Arlinghaus, and Frank Harary.  Graph Theory 


and Geography:  an Interactive View (eBook), published by John Wiley and Sons, New 
York, April 2002.  Finished as a Finalist in the 2002 Pirelli INTERNETional Award 
Competition (in the top 20 of over 1200 entries worldwide). 


●     2001:  Solstice, Semi-Finalist, Pirelli 2001 INTERNETional Award Competition in the 
Environmental Publishing category.


●     1992:  Solstice, article about it by Ivars Peterson in Science News, 25 January, 1992..
●     1991:  Solstice, article about it by Joe Palca, Science (AAAS), 29 November, 1991.


 
 


Solstice:  An Electronic Journal of Geography and Mathematics, Institute of Mathematical 
Geography, Ann Arbor, Michigan.  


Volume XX, Number 1.  
http://www.InstituteOfMathematicalGeography.org/ 


Persistent URL:  http://deepblue.lib.umich.edu/handle/2027.42/58219 
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Awards and Recognition 


 
●     2009:  Kerry Ard wins Google Earth KML Research Competition.  One of two top awards 


in the student category.  The only US student to win.
●     2009:  Solstice covers displayed in 'Journal Covers" exhibition at the Science Library of 


The University of Michigan. 
●     2008:  S. Arlinghaus invited to speak at Google 3D Warehouse Base Camp in Mountain 


View, CA at the GooglePlex.  Had to decline the invitation; nonetheless, was nice to be 
thought of as representing higher education in regard to work already done. 


●     2008:  Best of 3D Warehouse awards number over 50. 
●     2007:  Best of 3D Warehouse awards (blue ribbons); these buildings come up default in 


all free downloads of Google Earth when the "3d buildings" checkbox is checked.  They 
are designed for planning, rather than for architectural, purposes; file size is kept small.  
What is important is giving the "impression" of the building rather than giving large 
amounts of detail.  View the associated .kmz files in Google Earth to understand the 
context; they are attached to the linked pages below.  Be sure to turn on the "terrain" 
switch, otherwise buildings made in older software (older versions of Google SketchUp) 
will float above the surface. 


�❍     Archimedes's models (S. Arlinghaus is "Archimedes").
■     Campus models of Arlinghaus:  1 (Alumni Center), 2 (Angell Hall), 3 (Angell 


Hall Complex), 4 (Art Museum, first model), 5 (Art Museum, second 
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model), 6 (Bagnoud Building), 7 (Biomedical Sciences Building), 8 (Bursley 
Hall), 9 (C. C. Little Building), 10 (Chemistry Building), 11 (Clements 
Library, first model), 12 (Clements Library, second model), 13 (Crisler 
Arena), 14 (Dennison Building, first model), 15 (Dennison Building, second 
model), 16 (East Hall, first model), 17 (East Hall, second model), 18 (Frieze 
Building), 19 (Hatcher Library North), 20 (Hatcher Library South), 21 
(Haven Hall), 22 (Hill Auditorium, first model), 23 (Hill Auditorium, second 
model), 24 (Kraus Natural Science Building), 25 (Michigan League, first 
model), 26 (Michigan League, second model), 27 (Literature, Science, and 
the Arts Building), 28 (Mason Hall), 29 (Michigan Stadium), 30 (Modern 
Language Building), 31 (Northwood IV), 32 (Pharmacy College), 33 (Power 
Center), 34 (Rackham Building, first model), 35 (Rackham Building, second 
model), 36 (Randall Laboratory), 37 (Schembechler Hall), 38 (Shapiro 
Library),  39 (Tappan Hall, second model), 40 (Tisch Hall), 41 (University 
Hospitals), 42 (West Hall, first model), 43 (West Hall, second model). 


■     DDA models of Arlinghaus:  1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12
�❍     Build Your Campus competition models--student participants each won at least 


one blue ribbon, as a Best of 3D Warehouse award
■     Lauren Leigh Hoffman:  Dana Building
■     Juan Sergio Ponce de Leon:  Yost Arena, South Quad
■     Andrew Walton:  Golf Course Clubhouse 


●     2007:  University of Michigan models of about 300 buildings included in the online folder 
resulting from the "Build Your Campus" competition. 


●     2007:  Archimedes selected by Google as a "Featured Modeler." 
●     2006:  Google 3D Warehouse, "Google Picks" then go to "Cities in Development" http://


sketchup.google.com/3dwarehouse/ to see textured models of downtown Ann Arbor 
buildings. 


●     2006:  3D Atlas of Ann Arbor, Version 2.  Google Earth Community, ranked a "Top 20 
Rated Post" on Entrance page, December 8, 2006. 


●     2006:  3D Atlas of Ann Arbor, Version 2.  Rated a 5 globe production (top score) in 
Google Earth Community, November 2006. 


●     2004:  Sandra L. Arlinghaus and William C. Arlinghaus, Spatial Synthesis Sampler, 
Solstice, Summer 2004.  Semi-Finalist, Pirelli 2003 INTERNETional Award Competition.


●     2004:  Sandra Lach Arlinghaus, recipient, The Presidentâ€™s Volunteer Service Award, 
March 11, 2004.


●     2003:  Jeffrey A. Nystuen, won the 2003 Medwin Prize in Acoustical Oceanography 
given by the Acoustical Society of America.  The citation was "for the innovative use of 
sound to measure rainfall rate and type at sea".  It is awarded to a young/mid-career 
scientist whose work demonstrates the effective use of sound in the discovery and 
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understanding of physical and biological parameters and processes in the sea.
●     2002:    Sandra L. Arlinghaus, William C. Arlinghaus, and Frank Harary.  Graph Theory 


and Geography:  an Interactive View (eBook), published by John Wiley and Sons, New 
York, April 2002.  Finished as a Finalist in the 2002 Pirelli INTERNETional Award 
Competition (in the top 20 of over 1200 entries worldwide). 


●     2001:  Solstice, Semi-Finalist, Pirelli 2001 INTERNETional Award Competition in the 
Environmental Publishing category.


●     1992:  Solstice, article about it by Ivars Peterson in Science News, 25 January, 1992..
●     1991:  Solstice, article about it by Joe Palca, Science (AAAS), 29 November, 1991.


 
 


Solstice:  An Electronic Journal of Geography and Mathematics, Institute of Mathematical 
Geography, Ann Arbor, Michigan.  


Volume XX, Number 1.  
http://www.InstituteOfMathematicalGeography.org/ 


Persistent URL:  http://deepblue.lib.umich.edu/handle/2027.42/58219 
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Institute of Mathematical Geography


SOLSTICE:  


An Electronic Journal of  


Geography and Mathematics.  
(Major articles are refereed; full electronic archives 
available). 
 
Persistent URL:  http://deepblue.lib.umich.edu/
handle/2027.42/58219 


 
   


 
 


 


 
Introduction 
 
Google Earth can be a effective tool to educate the public about environmental risk, especially when it 
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is coupled with the Environmental Protection Agency's  (EPA) Risk Screening Environmental 
Indicators (RSEI) data. This data set employs information submitted by facilities that emit toxic 
pollutants into the air:  chemicals distributors, manufacturers, mining industries, utility operations, 
hazardous waste treatment, and disposal plants (among others). The toxicity of over 600 
individual chemicals, amounts released, the path the chemical is expected to take as it is disbursed into 
the environment (determined by weather patterns) is modeled and a unitless score is created so that 
one might make quantitative comparisons. This score allows one to see which geographic areas 
have higher amounts of airborne toxic chemicals.  This project animates the changes in the amount of 
these chemicals for a grid of squares, each of area 1 square kilometer,  in Wayne, Oakland, and 
Macomb Counties in Michigan for the years 1988- 2004. 
 
The publicly available version of these data is provided on a facility by facility basis. However, this 
project utilizes publicly unavailable data that were purchased from the EPA by a consortium of 
research universities, of which the School of Natural Resources and Environment at The University 
of Michigan is a member.  Other participating universities include The University of Massachusetts and 
The University of Southern California.  
 
Model 
 
The base from which to generate the model in Figure 1 was developed by the author in association 
with advice and input from Paul Mohai and Sandra Arlinghaus.  Mohai helped Ard generally (as her Ph.
D. Advisor) to develop Environmental Justice connections.  Arlinghaus created various basemap files 
(per personal communications noted in references) from which Ard then imaginatively integrated data 
over the years along with a variety of environmental justice considerations.  The results of Ard's work 
were submitted to a Google contest and Ard won one of the top world-wide awards (as one of two 
contest winners), in the Student Category, for that work.  Figure 1 shows an animation derived from 
that model.  To drive around in the virtual world, and to study that model from various perspectives 
at leisure, download necessary software and files from the links in Figure 2 and study the 
associated images suggesting how to proceed. 
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Figure 1.  Animation of a sequence of perspectives on Ard's model. 
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..Steps for Viewing the project:  click on the links below to download the necessary files and software. 


1.  Download Google Earth
2.  Download Project


●     Open project under the file menu.


 


●     For an appropriate perspective on the animation double-click the "Wayne County, 
Michigan" placemark or explore other perspectives using the navigation tools.
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●     Click on the 'play' button to animate.


●     Adjust animation speed settings as needed. 
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Figure 2.  Visual strategy for opening the .kmz file in Google Earth needed to drive around the virtual 
world partially represented in Figure 1. 


Data & Methods


The Risk-Screening Environmental Indicators (RSEI) is developed by the Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) to analyze risk factors of the Toxics Release Inventory (TRI). A more thorough description 
of the data and the model the EPA used can be found on their website:   
EPA's Detailed information about RSEI data 
 
The first step to loading the geographic data into Google Earth was to load the RSEI data into ArcGIS. 
The data set for the Detroit metro area was pulled out of a larger, national database, that houses 
pollution risk scores for every 1x1 kilometer square in the US.  The data is categorized by latitude 
and longitude of the central point of the square, as well as being linked to census block 
identification numbers.  From this set, all squares within the three county area surrounding Detroit, 
Michigan were selected.  Information about the type and amount of pollution estimated to affect 
any particular site is associated with the lat/long coordinates. The type and amount of pollution values 
are used to estimate a total toxic concentration for each square. These toxicity scores are 
comparable across different areas and time periods. 
 
Once a suitable data layer was open in ArcGIS the symbology options were opened and choices 
made concerning the toxic concentration of the EPA regulated pollutants (seen as TOXCON in the 
example below) as my value field (Figure 3).   
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symbol


 
Figure 3.  Screen capture from ESRI's ArcMAP, Version 9.3. 


style="font-family: helvetica,arial,sans-serif; color: rgb(255, 255, 0);"> 


 
To determine which symbology colors to use, I considered two questions: (1) how is the data 
distributed? and (2) What classifications would be useful? Unfortunately, the EPA warns that these 
data should not be used to determine the chance of illness for the exposed population. Thus  comparison 
of the toxicity of one area to another seems one of only a few natural choices.  Because of this 
limitation, the only value that can be understood through coloration of the data is where that square 
is located in the whole distribution of the data.  Thus, "Natural Breaks," which identifies groupings in 
the data that naturally exist (Jenks), was selected as the data partitioning scheme. The Hue, Saturation 
and Value (HSV) method was used which takes a slice across the color wheel.  The slice between red 
and green, typically associated with safe (green) and unsafe (red), was chosen as the color pattern.  
This choice allows viewers to visually determine which areas are safer than others. 
 
 With the map colored, the next step was to export it to Google Earth.  For this purpose, the program 
'Export to KML' was downloaded (free) and installed.  This program installs a tool on the ArcGIS 
(ESRI) toolbar that has an icon as shown in Figure 4.  (Note:  those who do not have 
administrator privileges for ArcGIS can get similar results using stand-alone software for converting 
shape files to kml files.  One such stand alone program is 'Shp2kml 2'. )  The Export to KML tool 
allows users to uplod their shapefiles from ArcGIS to Google Earth.  Figure 5 shows a screen capture of 
the option pad that comes up from clicking on the icon in Figure 4 (when installed in ArcGIS). 


 


tool
 


Figure 4.  Export to KML icon that appears on the ArcMAP toolbar. 
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<> 


hsp


 
Figure 5.  Option pad from Export to KML plug-in for ESRI ArcGIS. 


 
 


In this option pad I selected the layer Toxic Concentration (TOXCON) as the layer to export and 
selected the attribute to represent the height as (TOXCON). The data set is highly skewed with most 
areas having low levels of toxic concentration and only a few areas having high levels of 
concentration.   Thus by choosing the height as the actual value of the toxic concentration for cells, 
users can not only visualize areas of general toxicity through color but can also observe when and 
where there are extraordinarily high values of toxicity.  Thus viewers can not only clearly 
visualize actual data patterns but can also be guided toward suggested local regions for added 
research.  Such patterns that are clearly obvious when visualized but may not be obvious when 
comparing columns of numerical data from one spreadsheet to another. 
 
The symbology process repeats for every year from 1988 to 2005.  These are uploaded each 
individually (Figure 6).  <>Once these layers are in Google Earth they can be joined together under 
one project. In the image below note that each layer uploaded to Google Earth is labeled as TC## (TC is 
for toxic concentration and ## is for the year) MITRI (which stands for Michigan TRI data) NAD27 
(the projection used) and South Michigan the spatial reference.  
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project


 


 
Figure 6.  Illustration showing naming pattern of files for Google Earth.  Screen 


capture from Google Earth. 


 
 


If one of these layers is expanded in Google Earth, by clicking the plus sign button (+) next to the layer, 
a title key becomes evident.  Right Click this layer, choose copy, then paste it in a notepad document. 
Upon doing so, the following syntax will appear.  
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<kml xmlns="http://www.opengis.net/kml/2.2" xmlns:gx="http://www.google.com/kml/ext/2.2" 
xmlns:kml="http://www.opengis.net/kml/2.2" xmlns:atom="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom"> 
<ScreenOverlay> 
    <name>TitleKey</name> 
    <TimeSpan> 
        <begin>2004</begin> 
        <end>2005</end> 
    </TimeSpan> 
    <Icon> 
      <href>http://www-personal.umich.edu/~kerryjoy/2004.PNG</href> 
    </Icon> 
    <overlayXY x="0.02" y="0.1" xunits="fraction" yunits="fraction"/> 
    <screenXY x="0.02" y="0.02" xunits="fraction" yunits="fraction"/> 
    <rotationXY x="0.5" y="0.5" xunits="fraction" yunits="fraction"/> 
    <size x="0" y="0" xunits="fraction" yunits="fraction"/> 
</ScreenOverlay> 
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</kml> 
 
Several things are suggested by this syntax. It shows a Time Span command. This command tells 
Google Earth to show the icon image (listed as http://www-personal.umich.edu/~kerryjoy/2004.PNG) 
during the years 2004 to 2005.  The icon image is a simple image created in the program Paint that has 
the year and the phrase "Total Toxic Concentration of EPA regulated Pollutants".  The overlay 
information below the Icon command places this image in the appropriate spot in Google Earth.  Each 
layer of pollution data has been given a title key like the one discussed as well as a 'time span' linked it 
to an Icon image that is suitable for that year.  


 
Similarly, In the image above note that under the Wayne County, Michigan layer there is a file called 
Key.  Right click on this, paste it into Notepad, and the following syntax appears:  
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<kml xmlns="http://www.opengis.net/kml/2.2" xmlns:gx="http://www.google.com/kml/ext/2.2" 
xmlns:kml="http://www.opengis.net/kml/2.2" xmlns:atom="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom"> 
<ScreenOverlay> 
    <name>Key</name> 
    <TimeSpan> 
        <begin>1988</begin> 
        <end>2005</end> 
    </TimeSpan> 
    <Icon> 
        <href>http://www-personal.umich.edu/~kerryjoy/key.PNG</href> 
    </Icon> 
    <overlayXY x="0.02" y="0.1" xunits="fraction" yunits="fraction"/> 
    <screenXY x="0.66" y="0.1" xunits="fraction" yunits="fraction"/> 
    <rotationXY x="0.5" y="0.5" xunits="fraction" yunits="fraction"/> 
    <size x="0" y="0" xunits="fraction" yunits="fraction"/> 
</ScreenOverlay> 
</kml>  
 
Unlike the syntax discussed previously, we can see that the Time Span command for this syntax is 
from 1988 to 2005. This means the icon image that it is linked to will be showing during this 
entire animation. This image is shown below (Figure 7) and is a useful guide to have shown for the 
entire animation.  


 


 
 


Figure 7. Icon serving as part of a legend for the 
model of Figure 1.  
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Each of the toxic concentration layers has a 'Time Span" command in them. Google Earth will 
automatically read these and give the option to animate the file by showing a toolbar (shown in Figure 2 
and also, for ease of reference, shown below in Figure 8).   To view the animation just click the play 
button. If needed, change the speed setting by clicking on the wrench image.  


 
 


animate


 


Figure 8.  Time animation toolbar in Google Earth. 


 
 


Conclusion


This project has helped to visualize a complex data set with multiple inputs for chemicals, 
concentrations, toxicities, and amounts, all changing over time.   Two-dimensional representations of 
such data are limited.  Google Earth provides the opportunity to visualize data in 3D and drive through it 
in order to look at complex spatial pattern from various perspectives (Arlinghaus, 2005-).  The 
model presented here does not utilize all options provided by this program. In future projects it might 
be useful to change the opacity of the layers in order to see what landscape features underlay these 
areas, such as schools, lakes, parks, etc. (Arlinghaus 2008).    As the capabilities of Google Earth 
continue to expand I am confident that it will prove to be a useful tool to educate the public 
about environmental risks and how their family and communities might be affected (Naud 2009). 
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The Platonic Solids:   


Earth-sculpture Anchored at Easter Island (Barr's Condition) 
Sandra Lach Arlinghaus 


Adjunct Professor of Mathematical Geography and Population-Environment Dynamics 
School of Natural Resources and Environment 


The University of Michigan 


 


Download the linked kmz file and 
load it into Google Earth to drive 
around the model as you read 
this article. 


Mathematical Geography and 
Global Art:  The Mathematics of 
David Barr's 'Four Corners 
Project. 


 


 
David Barr has built a global structure based on the geometry of the ancients.  His "Four Corners 
Project" embeds a partially virtual tetrahedron in the Earth.  The vertices of the sculpture are real.  In 
a fascinating odyssey, Barr and his team travelled to the Four Corners of the Earth over the ten-year 
period it took to complete the sculpture.  The process involved a host of people from far-flung academic 
and geographic backgrounds.  The tale is told in his recent book called Crossing Lines.  The story of 
the mathematics behind the determination of these corners is set forth in IMaGe Monograph #1 
(Arlinghaus and Nystuen).  The latter part of that monograph involves calculations and logical 
arguments that were difficult to imagine and to draw at the time that book was written (1985).  
Current software permits easy visualization of that material and also offers different ways to analyze 
the situation.  It is to this task that the current article is devoted. 
 
For a variety of historical and cultural reasons, Barr chose to place one of his four corners on Easter 
Island in the Pacific Ocean.  Nystuen calculated locations for the remaining three vertices, given the 
initial constraints that: 


●     One vertex must be on Easter Island
●     All vertices must be on land  


The locations determined for the four vertices were: 
 


Easter Island (Pacific Ocean): -27.10556º latitude, -109.425º longitude
Kalahari Desert (Africa): -27.51º latitude, 24.1º longitude 


Greenland ice cap:  72.64º latitude, -41.92º longitude 
Irian Jaya (New Guinea): -2.11º latitude, 137.39º longitude 


 
Small marble tetrahedra, representing the "corners" of a giant tetrahedron were planted by Barr 
and company at, or near, each of these locations.  The ceremony surrounding these events, and a 
full chronicle of them, appears elsewhere ( Barr, 2008; Arlinghaus and Nystuen, 1986 and 2009; Archives 
of American Art, Smithsonian Institution, 1985).  In this article, visualization of some of the 
material originally in the 1986 work cited above is substantially improved and in fact serves as the basis 
for a different form of "proof" that Barr's choice of the tetrahedron was the only one of the Platonic 
solids that could meet his two initial conditions. 
 
 
TERRAE ANTIPODUM 
 
Nystuen made his original calculations with the aid of the antipodal point of Easter Island in order to force 
all calculations into the same hemisphere.  Earlier, Tobler [1961] had made a world map on a Möbius 
strip and noted that a pin poked on the strip identified pairs of antipodal points on the globe.  This 
strategy showed a map of half the world.  The author made a full world map [1985], on a flat sheet of 
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paper, using the Möbius transformation (Figure 1a).  That map appears in Monograph #1.  It was used 
in making arguments about the uniqueness of Barr's choice of a tetrahedron within the set of 
Platonic solids:  tetrahedron, cube, octahedron, dodecahedron, and icosahedron.  Figure 1b below 
shows the process realized on the Google Earth Globe.  With the kmz file open, change the amount 
of transparency in the overlay to see different patterns of antipodality on the globe.  The animation in 
Figure 1 suggests a few of these patterns--notice for example the antipodal land pairs in Argentina 
and China.  Again, this map is used in the visual arguments below to illustrate difficulties posed had 
any Platonic solid other than the tetrahedron been chosen by Barr under the constraints that one vertex 
be situated at Easter Island and that all vertices be situated on land. 
 


 


Figure 1a.  Map of antipodal lands from Monograph #1, 1986. 
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Figure 1b.  Möbius transformation, as in Figure 1a, realized on the GoogleGlobe. 


 
TETRAHEDRON 
 
Figure 2 shows Nystuen's tetrahedral locations mounted on the Google Earth Globe.  When the linked 
kmz file, in the table at the top, is loaded into Google Earth, the reader can drive around the model 
and zoom in on the various locations to take a look at the surrounding terrain.  Be aware, however, 
that these original calculations were made awhile ago and may have been rounded off to 
facilitate calculations (thus placing a vertex slightly offshore and so forth).  Also, please note that the 
quality of surveying equipment employed may have set the piece off the calculated site.  The final caveat 
is simply that once on site, Barr and crew may have decided to shift the location of the corner for 
aesthetic or other reasons.  All of these minor issues do not affect the sculpture at the global or 
broad regional view.  They may, however, affect a close-up view, either in Google Earth or in the field. 
 


 


Figure 2a.  A view of four corners for the location of a tetrahedron in the Earth-sphere.   Easter Island.  
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Figure 2b.  A view of four corners for the location of a tetrahedron in the Earth-sphere.   Easter Island to 
the Kalahari Desert.  At most two corners can be viewed simultaneously in Google Earth when the skin 
of the Earth is visible. 
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Figure 2c.  A view of four corners for the location of a tetrahedron in the Earth-sphere.   Easter Island to 
the Kalahari Desert.  At most two corners can be viewed simultaneously in Google Earth when the skin 
of the Earth is visible; here, the skin from Figure 2b has been removed with all else the same.  Notice 
that now all four corners are visible. 


 


Figure 2d.  A view of four corners for the location of a tetrahedron in the Earth-sphere.   Rotate the globe 
to better view the corners simultaneously. 
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Figure 2e.  A view of four corners for the location of a tetrahedron in the Earth-sphere.   Add edges to get 
a better view of the embedding of the sculpture in the globe.  John Nystuen asked also to have some 
sort of continental context, for orientation, added to the image.  Figure 2f illustrates one approach to that. 
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Figure 2f.  A view of four corners for the location of a tetrahedron in the Earth-sphere.   Add edges to get 
a better view of the embedding of the sculpture in the globe and reference them to continental 
outlines, imported as a shapefile, so that they, too, show through the Earth-sphere.    Easter Island is 
the bright red vertex closest to the center; the vertex to the left and on the other side of the globe is on 
Irian Jaya.  The vertex in the Kalahari Desert is on the back side of the globe (east/west pattern in Africa 
is thus inverted).   


 


Figure 2.g.  An equilateral triangle cut from a piece of paper was used as an aid in locating the collection 
of points which could serve as vertices of the proposed sculpture.  By placing its corners on the circle 
drawn on the azimuthal map, one can rotate the triangle and discover the collection of points which 
satisfy the condition that they all fall on dry land.  This procedure confirmed that Barr's own discovery of 
the location set {Easter Island, Kalahari Desert, Greenland Ice Cap, and New Guinea} was feasible.  
Again, only half the sphere is visible so that one must imagine the Easter Island location in this 
map centered on its antipodal point in the Thar Desert. 


 
 
THE REMAINING PLATONIC SOLIDS 
 
The locations of the vertices for the remaining Platonic solids were calculated using Google EarthGrid, 
an online calculator.  Figure 3a shows the screen from this useful tool.  Simply fill in the coordinates 
above for Easter Island as the "anchor" for the sculpture, and any one of the other pairs of coordinates 
as the "header."  (Google Earth sees only six decimal places; entering more does apparently not 
increase locational precision.)  Then, download the file that is returned and load it into Google 
Earth.  Remove extraneous edges.  The .kmz file linked at the top of this page contains these 
calculated images for each of the Platonic solids. 
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Figure 3a.  Screen capture from Google EarthGrid.  See link in Reference section. 


 
Figures 3b, 3c, 3d, and 3e show the results of using the calculator with Easter Island coordinates as 
the anchor and the Greenland coordinate as the header for each of the cube, octahedron, 
dodecahedron, and icosahedron.  In the original 1986 document, there are no images of this sort.  
There are rough drawings of polyhedra but no drawings of polyhedra embedded in a globe. 
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Figure 3b.  Cube. 
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Figure 3c.  Octahedron. 


 


Figure 3d.  Dodecahedron. 
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Figure 3e.  Icosahedron. 


 
 
CUBE 
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Figure 4a.   The cube is embedded in the sphere, with one vertex at Easter Island.  The yellow 
semi-transparent triangle represents three vertices adjacent to the vertex at Easter Island.  All must 
be simultaneously placed on land.  As the animation suggests, even if Antarctica is admitted as 
"land," such simultaneous placement is not possible.  Thus, a cube could not have been selected.  
One might, however, wish to take a closer look lest some small islands serve as possible locations.  
The Google Earth .kmz file permits such a closer look.  Depending on the scale chosen, simply chop 
the motion into suitable intervals from island to island to show that simultaneous placement of these 
three vertices on land is, or is not, possible.  Use the Google EarthGrid to calculate new locations for 
the cube based on a new header away from Easter Island as suggested by closeup views within 
these intervals (as suggested in the calculated file name in Figure 3).  Repeat these calculations, 
with various headers, as needed (a finite number of times).  The Four Color Theorem suggested 
interesting alternative ideas of "proof"  [Appel and Haken, 1989]. 


 
Figure 4b.  In the original text rough drawings were used to argue that a cube could not be embedded in 
the Earth sphere with all vertices on land and one vertex at Easter Island. 


 
 
OCTAHEDRON 
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Figure 5a.  Easter Island, on the outline map,  marks its antipodal point in the Thar Desert in India.  
These antipodal points are antipodal vertices of the octahedron.  The remaining four vertices all lie on 
a great circle in equatorial position between these two antipodal poles. 


Figure 5b.  Easter Island, on the antipodal skin map,  marks its antipodal point on the outline map in 
the Thar Desert in India.  These antipodal points are antipodal vertices of the octahedron.  The 
remaining four vertices all lie on a great circle in equatorial position between these two antipodal poles. 


 
To visualize the remaining vertices in relation to each other requires the use of Terrae Antipodum 
because the full hemisphere cannot be viewed in Google Earth.  The sequence in Figure 5 illustrates 
the process.  It illustrates the "interval" strategy referred to in Figure 4 above. 


 


Figure 6a.  The interval along the equatorial great circle (bisecting the antipodal poles of Easter Island 
and the Thar Desert.  The yellow outline represents the Earth's continents.  The colored skin is 
the antipodal lands map.  The only candidate locations for vertex locations for the remaining four 
vertices are locations along the great circle where landmasses from both maps intersect.  In this interval, 
it appears that there are no such candidates.  A closer look might reveal otherwise; however, this scale 
is the scale in use here--there are some near misses in Australia.  Thus, because there is no candidate 
in this interval, the octahedron cannot fulfull both of Barr's initial conditions. 
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Figure 6.b.  Again, another interval with no candidate points. 
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Figure 6c.  Yet another interval along the great circle with no candidate points. 


 


Figure 6d.  The final interval also offers no candidate points.  Thus, there is also no problem at 
the boundary points. 
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Figure 6e.  In the original text rough drawings and cardboard cutouts were used for analysis.  The 
Google Earth capability expands not only the visualization level of the analysis but also its precision.


 
 
DODECAHEDRON 
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Figure 7a.   The dodecahedron is embedded in the sphere, with one vertex at Easter Island.  The 
yellow semi-transparent triangle represents three vertices adjacent to the vertex at Easter Island.  All 
must be simultaneously placed on land.  As the animation suggests, even if Antarctica is admitted 
as "land," such simultaneous placement is not possible.  Thus, a dodecahedron could not have 
been selected.  One might, however, wish to take a closer look lest some small islands serve as 
possible locations.  The Google Earth .kmz file permits such a closer look.  Depending on the scale 
chosen, simply chop the motion into suitable intervals from island to island to show that 
simultaneous placement of these three vertices on land is, or is not, possible.   


 


Figure 7b.  In the original text rough drawings and cardboard cutouts were used for analysis.  The 
Google Earth capability expands not only the visualization level of the analysis but also its precision. 


 
 
ICOSAHEDRON 
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Figure 8a.  Both Easter Island and its antipodal point in the Thar Desert serve as poles for the embedding 
of the icosahedron in the sphere.  Each is surrounded by a set of five adjacent vertices, all of which must 
be land based.  While one might imagine such a possibilty surrounding the Indian location, it is clearly 
not possible for the Easter Island set.  The magnitude of the Pacific Ocean makes it impossible, at least 
at this scale and perhaps at all others!  Take a further look in the .kmz file. 
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Figure 8b.  In the original text rough drawings and cardboard cutouts were used for analysis.  The 
Google Earth capability expands not only the visualization level of the analysis but also its precision.
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Download the linked kmz file and 
load it into Google Earth to drive 
around the model as you read 
this article. 


 


 
A wealth of material is available for display in Google Earth.  Not long ago, there were few historical 
maps that had been digitized and used as geo-referenced overlays on the 3D GoogleGlobe.  Today, 
there are numerous maps ready for use.  They hint at the excitement of what is to come...tomorrow.   
 
The figures below serve as a photo essay of "then and now" as they recast four maps from a 1986 
paper-and-print monograph into the current 3D world (Arlinghaus, 1986).  To get the full effect, and 
to perhaps discover more map "finds" online, the reader should download the linked .kmz file above 
and drive around the virtual world while looking at historical maps in the context of today's and, in 
some cases, yesterday's world.  3D buildings enhance visualization as do "street views" from 
cameras.  Visit the old and the new simultaneously.  Let historical juxtapositions pique creative 
research imagination as a guide to coupling the new with the old, enlivening and enlightening as 
we proceed on a journey toward the future. 
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Figure 1a.  Sole spatial representation of 1870 Rohrpost in 1986 work. 
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Figure 1b.  Supplementation of Figure 1a.  See the locations of the places set against a map of the 
period.  See the network of 1870 cast in today's light.  Often there is debate about whether 
"topological" networks or networks that follow actual streets are more useful.  With this sort of display it 
is easy to have both and gain the advantage that each has to offer. 


 
 
      1901 
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Figure 2a.  From 1986 work. 
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Figure 2b.  Supplementation of Figure 2a. 


 
  PARIS RESEAU PNEUMATIQUE 
 
     1870 


 
Figure 3a.  From 1986 work. 
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Figure 3b.  Supplementation of Figure 3a. 


 
 
 
     1907 


 


Figure 4a.  From 1986 work. 
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Figure 4b.  Supplementation of Figure 4a. 


 
 
In her pre-publication review of the 1986 manuscript, Sylvia L. Thrupp (Alice Freeman Palmer 
Professor Emerita of History, The University of Michigan) noted:  "The most original part of the 
whole discussion...is the use made of all the historical evidence deployed in showing the limits of 
variance in the spatial design of the tubal networks.  History is thus linked to geographical theory and 
both, to urban ecology."  Perhaps Sylvia would have enjoyed seeing how these 'limits of variance' 
have advanced in the quest to forge further linkage in the world of tomorrow! 
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GooglEarthDay 


Conference on Recent Applications of Google Earth by Individuals in Ann Arbor 
Drake Memorial Room 


2024 Dana Building 
School of Natural Resources and Environment (SNRE) 
Northeast corner of the Diag on the Central Campus of 


The University of Michigan 
440 Church St., Ann Arbor, MI 48109 


 
Wednesday, April 22, 2009 


9:00 a.m. --- Noon 
 


R.S.V.P. to sarhaus@umich.edu 
 
Meet recent winners of the Google “KML in Research” Competition and watch as they display their work: 


Kerry Ard Tyler Erickson 
 


PROGRAM 
 


OPENING REMARKS FROM CREATORS AND OFFICIAL SNRE WELCOME 
• 9:00:  Sandra L. Arlinghaus, Ph.D., Adjunct Professor of Mathematical Geography and Population-


Environment Dynamics, SNRE.  Also:  Executive Committee Member, Community Systems Foundation. 
• 9:00:  Matthew Naud, M.S. Environmental Coordinator and Assistant Emergency Manager, Systems 


Planning Unit, City of Ann Arbor. 
• 9:10:  Dan Brown, Ph.D. (5 minutes), Professor and Associate Dean for Research, SNRE 
 


PAPERS 
• 9:15:  Matthew Naud, Update on Municipal Applications of Google Earth. 
• 9:45:  Roger Rayle, Scio Residents for Safe Water, Research Associate Community Systems Foundation, 


Update on Pall-Gelman Mapping. 
 
• 10:15:  Questions and Break 
 
• 10:30:  Kerry Ard, Ph.D. Pre-Candidate SNRE and Google Earth KML Research Global Competition 


Winner, Student Division, 2009, Environmental Toxicity in Wayne County Michigan. Also:  Honorary 
Intern, Community Systems Foundation.  


• 11:00:  Sandra Arlinghaus, Spatial Synthesis:  Google Earth Visualizations and 3D Models…aka 
“Archimedes” in the Google 3D Warehouse; Archimedes is one of the early “Featured Modelers”; Blue 
Ribbon models appear in the default loadset of 3d buildings in Google Earth. 


• 11:30:  Tyler Erickson, Ph.D., North American Carbon KML.  Google Earth KML in Research 
Competition, Winner, Professional Division, 2009. 


 
• Noon:  Questions, Discussion, Interchange of Ideas.  Participants invited to talk about their own 


applications.  Conversation may continue outside the room where presentations are given. 



mailto:sarhaus@umich.edu

http://www.a2gov.org/Pages/default.aspx

http://groups.google.com/group/srsw/web/srswhome?pli=1

http://www-personal.umich.edu/%7Ekerryjoy/

http://www-personal.umich.edu/%7Esarhaus/

http://wiki.mtri.org/display/mtripub/North+American+Carbon+KML





 
LUNCH—on your own.  Return to appropriate place for afternoon tour. 


 
AFTERNOON TOURS 


• 1:30-2:00:  Karl Longstreth, Head Map Library.  Map Library Tour on the 8th Floor of Hatcher Graduate 
Library.  Visit the U of M archive of current and historical maps and atlases and more. 


• 2:30-3:30:  3D Laboratory, Duderstadt Center (North Campus).  Visit the U of M 3D visualization expert 
laboratory:  giant display screens, rapid prototyping, immersion CAVE, and more. 


 
Continue to visit: 


http://www-personal.umich.edu/~sarhaus/ 
Conference's morning presentations will be video taped and streamed live. Roger Rayle will stream the 


presentations live via Ustream.tv and post edited videos of the presentations for later viewing at Blip.tv or 
another hosting site.  
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